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FOREWORD

This report is one of a series conducted by the University of

Leeds on the economic aspects of the main enterprises in Yorkshire

farming. Studies such as this depend on the information which

farmers who co-operate in them are good enough to provide to the

investigators when they make their rounds of visits. The University

and the agricultural industry are greatly indebted to these farmers,

and it is the purpose of this Foreword to acknowledge their help and

to invite them to ask any questions that the report, or their own

costs, may have throvin up. Such questions should be addressed

to me or to the writer of the report at 40 University Road, Leeds.2.

17,1-mm700D LCNG
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS  OF SHEEP PRODUCTION ON THE LOWLAND FARM

RESULTS FROM A YORKSHIRE SDRVEC

SCOPE OF THE REPORT

This report is based on the results of a survey of the costs and returns
from sheep on some seventy Yorkshire farms during the years 1959 to 1961.
It follows an interim report 'issued in July 1961 (Farmers Report No.150.
The Rye Flock ori. the Lowland Farm).

Half of the 70 farms in the survey were drawn from the potato and sugar
beet growing districts of the Vale of York, and just under a quarter from the
*areas of rathar heavy land at the foot of the Violds between Pocklington and
Malton and below the Hainbieto'n Hills near Thirsk. The remaining farms were
more scattered but included seven flocks on the chalk Welds, For the most
part, the farms were larg& averaging around 300 acres although there were
tvrentytwo farms of under 200.acres. Th.ch farm carried a flock of breeding
ewes and costs were obtained for the 1960 and 1961 lamb crops from these.
On a proportion of the farms 'the winter fattening of lambs was also costed.

Details of average costs and returns are given in the first section of the
report. This is followed by a section dealing in more detail with the
input requirements of breeding flocks and providing standards for use in farm
planning, Then comes a discussion on the scope for increasing the production
per acre from land used by the sheep. Particular reference is made to creep
grazing, a practice adopted on a number of the farms. Finally a look is taken
at the prospects for sheep production and. possibilities of modifying present
methods is examined in the light of these.

COSTS AND RETURNS FROM EWE FLOCKS

. The average annual costs incurred per ewe during the two years of the survey
are given in Table.l. These costs represent the proportion. of the total
farm expenses which can appropriately be allocated to the ewes. Labour,
including that contributed by the farmer or his family, is charged at its full
cost and an allowance, has been made for the miscellaneous items grouped under the
heading "General Farm Expenses", which cannot' be attributed to any specific
enterprise. Homegrown foods including corn, are valued at the estimated cost
of producing them, usually on the basis of the standard figures given in the
appendix. No credit is allowed for am- contribution made by the sheep to the
maintenance of soil fertility since there is no satisfactory basis for arriving

at a suitable figure.



TABLE .1. COSTS AND RETURNS PER FivrE

Number of Flocks
Lambs Reared per ,100 Ewes ,

1960 1961 -
71
133

70
144 

COSTS PER EWE E. s. d.. E.. s. d..
. . 2.- 6. 6. • 2.1. 6,

Grazing and Agistment 2. 5. 0. 2. 3, 6,
Labour 1. 6. 0. 1. 6. 6.
Flock Depreciation - 1. 6, -0. 1.14. O.
Share of General Farm acpenses 13. 0. ..12. 6. .
Other costs . 13. 6. • -- - 13.-- 0.

Total . 8,10. 0.

_.
. 8.11. 0.

RETURNS PER EWE,
Lambs 9. 6, 0. 10, 2, 6. .::.
Wool 1. 5. 6. 1. 6. 0.,

Total 10..11, 6
____

11. 8. 6.
PROPIP PER EWE 2. 1, 6. - 2 17 6.

" GROSSOUTPUT PER ACRE ,

PROFIT PER ACRE .
, £25

• £5.16s.,

£29

£8.8s. ,

AVERAGE :VALUE OF IAMBS £7. 0. Od. £7. 0...6d.

+ In this and
is taken as
Total flock
to give the

succeeding tables, the number of ewes
the number put to the ram in the au.tumn.
costs are he:Y.3 divided by this figure
casts per ewe.

Costs per. ewe were very similar in both 1960 and 1961 at £8.10.0d.
and £8.11.0d. respectively. There were however differences in the
individual items. Food and grazing costs were both appreciably lower
in 1961 but the saving of 6/6d per ewe on these items was offset by an
appreciable rise in the flock depreoiation charge. The reduction in
food and grazing costs in the second.year was the result _of more
favourcb le conditions. The winter of 1960/61 was very ot,en and less
handfeeding was required than in the previous winter, the actual
extent of the reduction is shovm later. Another favourable factor was
that fodder roots cost much less per ton in 1960/61 as compared with
1959/60 when a long summer drought had led to -rdry poor yields. For
grazing 1961 was also a better season than 1960 when drought in the early
part of the summer was :.followed 'later by excessive rainfall.

It is difficult t o c alculate a satisfactory charge for flock
depreciation on the results of a single year owing to the difficulty of
assessing the fall in value of the ewes remaining in the flock at the
end of the year. For this reason, it is not claimed that the
difference of 8/- per ewe is an exact treasure of the changes in the two
years. The low prices paid for ewe replacements in the altumn of 199t
when the survey started were not repeated the following autumn and this
affected depreciation charges. On the other hand the rate of culling
was lower in the 1961 season, 11 as against 18 per cent. The death
rate was similar, at about 6 per cent, in both years, This question of
flock depreciation is discussed in more detail in the next section.



Returns from from*lambs and wool rose by 17/- per ewe between 1960 and
1961. With costs almost constant there was inevitably a marked increase
in profit per ewe, the 1961 figure being £2.17.6d. compared with £2.1.6d.
in 1960. The greater returns were almost entirely due to more lambs being
reared, the respective figures per. 100 ewes being 133 in 1 960 and 14.4 in 1961.
The average value of the lambs rind the returns from wool showed little
changq. ,Good lamb, crops were general in 1561 and contributed in no snail
degree to the• low fat lamb prices in the late summer and autumn. The
guaranteed payments system, however, effectively insulated producers from
these low prices so that they, if not the exchequer, received the full
benefit from the prolificacy of their ewes.

The figure of 144 lambs reared per 100 ewes which was attained in 1961,
is probably closer to normal than the 1960 figure which r eflocted the
unsatisfactory conditions; a-b the time of matine,,, resulting from th 1959
drought. In a previous survey covering flocksof a similar type in 1952
and 1953, 142 and 144 lambs were reared per 100 ewes.

Estimates wee mad 6 of the acreage of crops and grass used by each flock
during the course of the year. These estimates have been used to calculate
the figures *of gross output and profit per acre at the foot of Tablecl.
Gross output is calculated as the total returns from lamb and wool sales
less the charge for flock depreciation. Gross output per acre thus
represents the actual production of sheep and wool off an acre of land and
provides a basis for comparing the intensity of land use represented by the
breeding flocks with that achieved with other forms of production. In 1960

the gross output per acre from the breeding flocks was 625 and in 1961,
with bigger lamb crops, it reached £29. Profits were t 5 1 6 s and £8.8s.
per acre respectively.

FAT AND STORE LAMB PRODUCTION

All the flocks covered by this survey were drawn from lowland farms and
can be said to have been kept under basically similar conditions, In every
instance grazing provided the major part of the feed requirements. The great
majority of the flocks consisted of cross-bred ewes which were put to a
Down ram. There were differences however in the type of lamb produced,
In some flocks the aim was to sell lambs fat early in the summer while in

others it was the production of store lambs for winter fattening, Often there

was a compromise with a proportion of the lambs being got away fat during

the summer, while the remainder were kept as stores. In Tti) le.2. the

70 flocks costed in 1961 are subdivided according to the proportion of lambs

which had been sold fat by September 30th, the end of the coatings period.
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TABLE.2. A CCMPARISON OF FAT AND STORE LAMB PRODUCTION, 1961.

GRCUP 1 A B 1 C
Proportion of Lambs Sold Fat by Sept.3Cth Over Between 1/3 rd Under

2Ards and 2/5rds 1/3rd
No.of Flocks

Ewes per Flock
Lambs Reared per 100 Ewes

COSTS PER EWE
Foods: Bay

Roots & Beet Tops :led out
folded

Concentrates
Creep Feed
Other Foods

Total Foods
Grazing and Agistment
Labour
Flock Depreciation
Share of General Farm Expenses
Other Costs

26

112

23 21

129
143 147

E. s. ch E. s. d.

1. 6. 2. o.
6.6. 6.6.
6. 6. 11. 6.
18. 6. 15. 6.
5.0. 5. O.
1, 6. 2. 0.

1.19. 6.
2. 5. 0.
1. 9. 0.
1.16.0.
13. 0.
14. 0.

152
143

E. s, d.

2. 6.
6. 6.
15, 0.
17. O.
1. o.

6. 
2. 2. 6. 2. 2. 6.
2, 2. 6. 2. I. 6.
1. 5. 0. 1. 5. 6.
1.16. 6. 1.10. O.
12. O. 12. O.
13. O. 12. O.

Total 8.16. 6.

RETURNS PER EWE
Lambs 10. 6. 6. 10. 4. 6.
Wool 1, 5, 6.  1. 6.  0. 
Total 11.12. O. 11.10. 6.

PROFIT PER EWE  I 2.15. 6. 2.19. O.
Value per Lamb  ! 7. 4. 6.

8.11. 6. 8. 3, 6.

6.19. 0.

9.15. 0.
1. 6. 0.
11. 1. O.

2.17. 6.
6.17. 6.

The figures in Table 2 in general confirm those for 1960 which were given
in a corresponding table in the interim report. In 1961 as in 1960, there
was a tendency for total costs per ewe to fall as the emphasis changed from fat
to store lamb production, this reduction being shown by the costs grouped under
each of the sub-headings with the exception of foods. Although concentrate
costs per ewe were, as might be expected, highest in group A where over two-
thirds of the lambs were sold fat, these were more than balanced by the greater
expenditure on roots particularly folded roots, in the other two groups.

Returns per ewe were highest in group A but were nearly matched by those in
group .B where a high figure for lambs reared offset the lower average value of
the lambs. It was in this latter group that the highest average profit was
obtained.

It would be unwise to attach too much weight to these comparisons since the
distinction between fat and store lamb production is not clear cut. For instance,
there is not a great difference between producing a store lamb worth E7 at the
end of September, and grading lambs at about 40 lbs in the immediately
preceeding months. This absence of a hard and fast division is borne out by the
number of flocks that were grouped differently in 1961 as compared with 1960;
barely half of the flocks in groups A and B remained in the same group in bo-*
years.

•



The importance of Table 2 lies not so much in the relatively small
differences in the average costs and returns as in their general similarityOn the lowland farms from which these costs were drawn neither summer fatlamb or store lamb production seams to offer any decisive advantage under
prevailing conditions.

VARIABLE COSTS AND GR OS S MLRGINS
A not infrequent comment is that farm coztings can be used to prove

anything. Such comments should not be taken too literally, yet they
contain an element of truth. The integrated nature of Production on mired
farms makes it impossible to calauldte a uniqae figure which -can be said
without conradic,ton2 to be the a ost of yroducing a parUcular commodit:
It is in fact increasingly coming to be recognised that for purposes of farm
planning the allocation of all the farm eypense,3 to specific enterprises can
be misleading. The alernative approach now being adopted, is to divide
farm costs into fixed and variable costs and then allocate only the latter
to the various enterprises Generally regular labour, implement
depreciation, rent and the items under general farm expenses are regarded as
fixed costs and those more directly linked with the scale of output such as
purchased feedingstuffs, fertilisers and casual labour regarded as variable.

The variable costs and gross margins pri ewe and per forage acre are set
out in Table 3. Homegrown corn is priced here at asi sale value, and not at
cost of production. The only labour charges are those for lambing bonuses
and for contract shearing. It has been assumed that all the labour used for
the production of forage crops was supplied by.the regular farm staffs.
This is probably not entirely accurate as casual workers may well have been
engaged for hoeing roots if not for other jobs. For this reason the variable
costs are probably slightly underesated.
TABLE .7). VARIABLE COSTS AND GRCSS MA.RGINS IPCR BREEDIN• G FLO• CKS.

1960 1961Variable Costs per . Evie E. s. d;, C 4 S. d‘
Foodss Hay, Roots 'and Silage 5. 0, . 5.11.

Purchased Concentrates and
Homegrown Corn 1 .1O 6. 1. 30 •it

Grazing and Agistment 1, 2, 6, 1, 1,,• 9.
Labour . 1, 10 1. 5,
Equipment Depreciation - 42. ' 6. 4- 6.. .Marketing Q t. 2, 6 
Veterinary and Sundry Expenses 5. 9. 5 O.
Flock Depreciation __ 1, 6, 0,  144, 0. 

Total ' -4...L710 4.18. 8,
Gross Margin - per ewe

per forage acre
5.13, 8, 6, 9,10.

i 13,18. c) 19.15. 0.
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The average gross margins per forage acre of 15.18s. and E19.15s.
can be used as guides to the sort of levels which are attained with lowland
breeding flocks. It must be emphasised, however, that when methods
involving gross margins are used as a means of improving organisation on a
particular farm, it is essential to take into account the production methods
and probable levels of performance on that farm in determining the appropriate
margin for the sheep flock. The use of average figures can be highly
misleading. In this survey for instance the acreage required per ewe was
found to vary from over half to under a quarter of an acre per ewe. Even if
gross margins per ewe were similar in all the flocks, Which they were not,
the gross margins per acre would inevitably vary very markedly.

COSTS AND RETURNS FROM WINTER FATTENING

On a number of the survey farms, store lambs still on hand at the end of
September were kept on to be fattened off during the winter months. Sometimes
additional lambs were purchased to run with these. This winter fattening
has been costed as a separate enterprise with the homebred lambs valued in on
the basis of market prices at the beginning of October.

Reference has already been made to the after effects of the long drought
of the 1959 summer. It particularly affected winter fattening since many
farmers with scanty root crops and dried up pastures were not in a position to
carry their own lambs on let alone buy any stores in for feeding during the
1959/60 winter. As a result winter fattening costs were obtained from only
11 farms. During the following winter (1960/61), conditions were more normal
and 24 farms provided fattening costs. These 1960/61 costs are given in
Table 4 where they are divided into three groups, those foYded over roots,
those run on beet tops and finally those which were kept on grass but received
supplementary feeding. Very considerable losses were recorded in all three
groups and in fact a profit was obtained on only one of the 24 farms.. The
largest 1?spes were made by the sheep which were folded for most of the
period cin rbots. The fattening costs in this group were more than double
the margin between the store and the fat price. The average figures have
however been adversely affected by one flock with particularly bad results.
If this is excluded the average loss is reduced by 4/6d per head to
E1.15.6d, still a very considerable figure. In this group the variable costs
alone actually exceeded the feeder b margin to give a negative gross margin.
On a full cost basis the least unsatisfactory resalts are from the grass
fattened sheep in spite of the low feeder 6 margin. However, using gross
margins, the sheep finished on sugar beet tops show up better mainly because
no charge is then made for the tops although it can be argued that those
do have some value at least When there is scope for letting them off to
another farmer.

Only the beet tops group showed anything approaching a satisfactory gross
margin per acre and on the figures in Table 4 one would be forced to the
conclusion that there is no case for winter fattening except where beet tops
are used. Indeed folding lambs an roots would appear to reduce rather
than add to farm profits. Some qualifications must be made, however,
To begin with, no allowance has been made for the residual manurial benefits
although these may be regarded as an important justification particularly
where sheep are folded over roots. To give satisfactory gross margins per
acre, the values placed on these benefits would need to be fairly substantial.



TABLE.4. COSTS AND RETURNS FROM WINTER FATTENING 1960/61 

No.of Flocks .

1 .
Folded on Roots i Folded on Beet Tops

1 plus some Roots
Mainly on Grassi

• i 7 7
No.of Sheep Fattened per
• Flock 149 79 83 1
Length of Fattening
Period (days) .:

Weight at Slaughter
165

.
139 , 111 1

(lbs.deadweight)• 50.8 5648 - 46.3
Acres per 100 Sheep . 11.1 6.2 5.1 i

i
COSTS per SHEEP . E. s. d. J E, s. d. E. s. d.

Foods - Hay 2. 6. 4. 0. 2. 0.
Roots 1,11. 6. 12, 6. 1, 6.
Concentrates 14. 6. 14. 6. 15. O.

Beet Tops 1. 0. 7. 6, 2.0.
Other " 6. 6. -.

Total Foods
grazing

2.10. 0.
3.. 0.

1.19. .0.
3, 0.

1, 0. 6,
. 6. 0.

Labour 9, 0. 8, 0. • 6. 0.
Share of General Farm
• EXpenses 7. 0, • 6. 0. . .4. 0.
Other Cost s • 5 0. 7., 6. 7, 0..
Total Fattening Cost 3,14.0. 3. 3. 6, 2, - 3. 6,
Cost of Store Sheep (A) 6.12. 6. 6,14. 6, 6. 3. 0.

Tot al -10. 6. 6. 9.18.0. 8. 6, 64
- RETURNS per SBEFR (B) . • .8. 7. 6. • 8.19. 0. 7.11, 6.
LESS per  SHEEP . - • 1,19, 0. - 19, 0, - . 15. 0.

___..........._
FEEDERS MARGIN (B - A) 1.15, V:- 2.. 4. 6, . 1. 8, 6.

GROSS liaii-GIN----
per Sheep_

per Forage Acre

2. 4,
- 1, 1, 0.

+ 15. 1. •
+12. 5. 0.

+ 1, 1.
+ 1.

_

A second qualification is that as already explained most of the lambs were

homebred and therefore had to be entered at a valuation figure in the autumn.

There is bound to be some degree of uncertainty as to the accuracy of these

valuations but on 9 of the 24 farms same lambs were purchased and the cost of
these provided an objective basis for valuing. On other farms the store lambs

could be assessed relative to those sold fat on or around the valuation date,

A reduction of 10/- per head in the cost of the stores would have the greatest

effect on gross margins per acre in the mainly grass group. Here the gross

margin per acre would be raised by E9,18s. to £10.19.6d. The gross margin

in the beet tops group -would become E20.7.0d. per acre but for the lambs folded

on roots it would still only be £3,0.6d, the acreage requirements per sheep

being relatively high in this group.
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• TABLE .5. - A TWO YEAR COMPAISON OF WINTER. FATTENING COSTS

Identical S'Eple of 11 Flocks

195,9/60_ j 1960/61  . I
No.of Sheep .P-attened per Flock 142 179
Length of Fattening Period (days) 148 145 1
Weight at Slaudater (lbs .deadweight) 50.7 54.8.• • • 

•COSTS PER SHEEP
• Foods
• Grazing

Labour
Share of General. Farm Dcpens es

" Other cots

-Total Fattening Cost
Cost of Store Sheep (A)

Total 
-RETURNS Ele'eP (B)

LOSS per Sheep

FEEDERS MARGIN (B-..A) per Sheep 

,

E. s. d. E, s. d.
2.16. 6. 1- 2.10. 6.

2. 6. 3. 0.
8. 0. 9e6.
7.6. 7,0.
6. 6. 7. 0.

4, 1. 0. 3.17. 0.
6. 3. 6. 6.15, 0.

10. 4, 6,

8.13. 0,

- 1.11. 6.

2. 9, 6.

10,12. O.

8.17. 0.

- 1.15. 0.

2. 2.

.The 11 winter fattening costs obtained in 1959/60 form too small a sample
• to be- Subdivided and a single average for all 11 is therefore given' in Table 5,
together with the 196.0/61 figures for the .same farms. The pattern in the

• two years is similar although with rather .lower store prices in 1959/60, a
• la.rgw, 'feeders margin was obtained and' a correspondingly smaller loss
• returned,, in spite of higher food costs

• INPUT STANDARDS FOR BREEDING FLOCKS

. What resources ar:e needed to maintain a ewe for a year? An answer is
nOeded to this question before. a ewe flock's contribution to the* farm profit

.` Can be obsessed. It is not, however., an. easy .qUestion to answer. Direct
cash expenses such as those for purchased feeds and veterinary requisites are
fairly easily listed but other items such as forage crops, grazing and labour
involve 'difficult problems of allocation. This is particularly true of

• grazing, the most 'important single input. There is no simple answer to
the question of how the production - of a field grazed by both sheep and cattle
and mown for hay or silage should be apportioned. Certain standardised methods,
described in the .appendix, have been used in this report but it i's not claimed
that thd give an answer which is more than a crude approximation. The
figures 'given below should be examined with this in mind. It should also
be stressed that the average figures conceal considerable variations between
farms. For example-a table (Table 6) in the interim report showsthat the
amount of supplementary feeding expressed in terms of starch equivalei,t •
varied' from under 50 to over -150 lbs per ewe.



FOODS AND AND GRAZING,

The average amounts of grass and other foods uped per. ewe are given in
Table 6. The consumption of concentrates and oftaay was appreciably lower
during the very open 1960/61 winter than in the previous year. Similar
economies were not made in the feeding of roots, indeed with ample supplies
available the tendency was to prolong the feeding of these simply as a means
of disposal. Silage was not a popular food being fed in only 7 flocks. On
average the concentrates were split almost equally by weight between homegrown
cereals and purchased cakes and meals.

TABLE.6. Consumption of Grass and Other Feed.2_222
--------_______--

Concentrates

Grass
Roots

Hay (included in grass acreage)
Silage II

Sugar Beet Tops

i

l 6 6 0

----------------7

• .

1.11 cvrts

.34 acres
,02 acres

.91 cwts

.28 cwts .

3.0 weeks

.78 cwts

.30 acro::,

.02 acres

034 cwts
•. .25 cwts

2.5 weeks
—

In the interim report the flocks were split into three groups according to
the methods of winter f eeding. The groups consisted of flocks run solely on
grass, those folded over beet tops for part of the winter and those folded on
roots. This division showed that the flocks folded on roots received rather
less concentrates and hay than those in the other groups but grass -
requirements varied only slightly. A more iinportant comparison is perhaps
that between the producers of fat lambs and those of stores. Averages for the
three groups A,B and C(referred to in Teb le 2) are shown in Table.7.
Concentrate consumption was highest Li group A with the largest proportion of
lambs sold fat while grass 'requirements were greatest for the flocks of group C
where the emphasis was on store lambs. Rather surpr is ingl. y more concentrates
were fed in Uroup.0 than in Group B. One would have expected a saving if only
from the reduced need for creep feeding. The presence oft he weaned lambs has
inevitably increased the grass requirements in group C.

TABLE. 7. Grass and Concentrates Requirements Related to Fat and St ore
Lamb Production

Group Concentrates per Ewe Grass per Dre
cwts auras

A 1.04 . .29
B • .71 ' . .29
@ .85  .33

(see Table 2 for explanation of groups)

The area of roots 'required varies very .much according to the paid,iew
adopted. The average figure for fLocks wintered on grass with roots led out
to them was 0.01 acres per ewe, representing 1.7 cwts in 1960 and 3.2 cwts in
1961. Where folding was practised the area used was of course related to the
duration of the folding period. An indication of the carrying capacity



injections against pulpy kydney.

of the the roots is, therefore, more useful than Eaa average figure per ewe.
In the 1960/61 winter when root crops were satisfactory, tit: average carrying
capacities expressed as sheep weeks per acre were , 195 for turnips,
259 for swedes and ]47 for kale.(1) For comparison beet tops provide an
average of about 85 sheep weeks per acre. Methods of growing kale and the other
fodder crops vary quite widely, particularly with regard to the level of manuring
and the amount of handwork. The sample, however, was inadequate to show the
effect of these variations on yields and carrying capacit ies.

LA.BOUR The average amount of labour required per ewe was estimated as between
5-4- and 5* hours annually. This is an approximate figure as although jobs such
as worming and dipping which are done by a gang can be fairly accurately recorded,
the same cannot be said of the time taken for the daily visit to the sheep, often
made by the farmer during the course of his regular rounds. The spasmodic
nature of lambingalso poses recording difficulties,

The hours per ewe in individual flocks varied from 3-1- to over 11. To some extent.
the time taken results from conscious decisions on the amount of attention needed
to give a sati sfact ory return, It also nfl cots the methods of feeding and the
distances involved in visiting the flock. The labour required per ewe diminishes
as flock size increases since the time taken for routine inspection and feeding
does not vary in proportion to the number of ewes. In summer half an hour each
day may aiffice for both the 50 and the 150 ewe flocks. In 1960/61, 5.9 hours
were required per ewe in flOcks of under 5 0 ewes as against 4.1 in flocks with
over 300.

T.A.BLE.8, Labour Requirements ner_Ewe
(other than routine inspection & feeding)

Lambing 1.3
Shearing .3 (or 2/-ppr head

Other Work: May to Sept. .7
Oct. to April — 

HOIIT s 

by contract

.4' 

.

The average times spent per ewe on jobs other than the routine inspection

and feeding are given in Table .8. The jobs included under other work in the

summer period include worming (most frequently a single dose t o both ewes and
lambs), dipping, attending to feet, and drawing lambs for market, During winter

the important jobs are sorting and preparing .the ewes for the rams, winter

dipping in about a quart er of th e flocks, erecting lambing s he lt era and a certain

amount of net setting. The time for lambing includes tailing, castrating and-,

(1) In an earlier investigation the average for all
roots folded with sheep on a sample of Wold fair s, was

205 sheep weeks per acre.

4



FLOCK DEPRECIATION This has been treated in Tables 1 and 2, as a cost
item but it is equally correct to regard it as a form of negative output.
Either way, it is obviously an important factor in determining profit levels,
although as already mentioned its magnitude is difficult to c alculate, at
least in the short run.

Most of the depreciation is on the ewes and the level is determined by the
difference between the prices of replacement and cull ewes, therate of tirnover and
the incidence of deaths. The initial cost of the ewes in the flock at any

one time can be f ound from past records and cull pric as remain relatively stable

from year to year, Considerable uncertainty, however, normally exists
about the rate of turnover which determines how long a ewe will stay in the flock.
In the majority of the costed flocks ,ewes were culled with regard to their

condition rather than at regular ages. Is a result, the late of culling was not
constant from year to year, and the likely flock life of the replacement ewes
could not be readily estimated. The position was further complicatea by the

fact that many of the farmers did not consistently stick to buying ewe

replacements of a particular type. Special problems arose in newly formed

flocks and in those being increased in size.

A table in
policies which
listed were by
in that order.
flocks, and 19

the interim report lists the flocks according to the replacement

it appeared were then being followed. The most common methods

the introduction of shearlings, ewe lambs or three crop ewes

These hethods, however, accounted for only 43 of the 71
of the remainder could not be placed in a definite category.

The average culling and death rates over two years in 25 flocks where

replacement methods and flock size were more or less constant are used in

Table 9 to illustrate the structure of depreciatd. on c oats in flocks maintained
by the purchase of either .shearlings or three crop ewes. The prices quoted

in this table are those relevant in 19n for crossbred Imes (11a/shams,

Scots Halfbred and Suffolk cross ewes).

It would a pp ear that the prices of the three crop ewes were not

sufficiently f ar below those oft he shearlings to offset the higher wastage

through culling and deaths, although the figures should ba treated with some

reserve as the number of flocks is small. (1) The table brings out the

important influence of the death rates on flock depreciation charges.

. One way to reduce the cost of flock depreciation is to breed from ewe or

glimmer lambs in their first year. Experimental work has, shovn that the

performance of the ewe lambs in later years is unlikely to be affected by this

practice. It is important, however, to discover whether oilnot the saving Son

depreciation costs is offset by the lower productivity of the gimmers compared

with the older ewes. The budget in Table 10 illustrates how this can be done.

Here the number of lambs reared per 100 gimmers is taken as 72, half the .

overall average, and probably somewhere -,Licar what can be obtained in pi.actice.

The gain in the value of the gimmers. is assumed to be £3.10s. per head, the

difference between lambs at £7e10s and shearlings at Ell. Wool returns are

shown as the same for both gimmers and ewes although the former may give a

rather light ex clip. Counterbalancing this however the death rat es are also

assumed to be similar although here the gimmers may have the advantage.

(1) Some confirmation, however, .is provided by data collected in

1952 and 1953. Flocks in Holderness maintained by the purchase
of 3 and 4 crop ewes had an annual wastage approaching 50 per cent
compared with 22 per cent for shearling maintained flocks in

other parts of Yorkshire.
t.
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TABLE.9. The Structure of Flock Depreciation Charges

Type of Ewes Replaceuent Purchased Shearlings Three Crop Ewes
Prices per Head
(Data from full sample)

Replacement, Ewes

9 Rams
Cull Ewes
Casualty and Dead Ewes
Cull and Dead Rams

Ell

1

1

£30

E3.6.Cd.
lie .6d.
E3. 0.0d.

£8.10s

Annual Wa S t age
Ewes - Culls

Deaths & Casualties
Total

Rams

No *of Flocks in Averages for. Ewe Wastage 18

Per Cent
12

517
17i
20

Per Cenb

9

20 

7
Depreciation per Rye

From Culls Ell$3.6s x 12 -
100

From Deaths aril
Casualties E11-11s.6d.x

100

On Rams
(1 ram to 45 ewes) £30-E3 x 20

— 45 100

TOTAL

E.s.d.

18.6.

11.0

E8.10s-E3.6s
x 23* .
100

E8.10s-Ils.6d.
x 9
100

E.s.d.

.4.6.

14.3.

2.6. E30-E3 x 20 . 2.6.
45 100

1.12. O. 2.1.

TABLE.10. Budget Comparing Gross Clutput from Ewe Iambs and Older Ewes

Sale of Lambs
of Wool

Increase in Vaue

Total
less depreciation

of Ewe Lambs

from culled
ewes

from deaths

Ewe Lambs Piles in Shearling Maintained 1
Flopkg • 

E. a, d.
5. 1, 3.
1. 6. 0.
3. 6. 6. ÷

E. s. d.
10. 2. 6.
1. 6., 0.

9.13, 9.

7• .)•7

11, 8. 6.

18. 6.
11. 0.

' 9.19. O.

+ This figure is less the £3.10s margin between lamb and shear ling
prices because not all the ewe lambs survive to become shearlings.

••
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/of
On the assumption that ewe lambs use the same 'quantities resources as the

older ewes, the figures indicate that breeding from these gives no advantage

over, the more traditional method of using shearling replacements. The costings

are not sufficiently detailed for a comparison of resource use by gimmers and

old er ewes .but the differences will not be great. The need to .lamb the ewe

hoggs rather lot er than tho main flock can however complicate flock management,

and add to labour costs . The f igures in .the budget are not of course absolute

ones and changes could tip the balance more in favour of one method than mother,

OTHER ITEMS Costs of 13/6d and 13/-0d per ewe in 1960 and 1961 respectively

are grouped under the heading "Other Costsnin. Table 1. The breakdown of the

1961 figure of 13/0d is as follows:-
s. d.

Cars, Tract ore and Land Rovers 1. 3.
Baui pm ent Depreciation 4. 3.
Marketing 2. 6.

Veterinary and Sundry 5. 0. 
13. O.

The cost of running cars and Land Rovers has been charged where thepe were

used for the daily visiting of the flock. Tractor expenses were incurred in

leading fodder and in moving nets,. The item for equipment depreciation is for

wear and tear on nets, stakes, troughs racks, lamb creeps, shearing

equipment etc.Nets and stakes were depreciated over five years
 and most other

items over ten. These arbitary rates gave depreciation charges which corre
sponded

fairly closely with actual purchases during the year.

The charge for marketing covers haulrge togeth er with aucti one
 ers and other

selling fees. Veterinary xpenditure includes the cost of dips and drencher.

TOWARDS MORE INTINSIVE PRODUCTION

The average gross outputs of £25 and £29 per acre obtained fr
om the

breeding flocks in 1960 and 1961 do not represent a particular
ly intensive use

of land and although the r elationship between costs and ret
urns was relatively

favourable, profi t margins per acre were not high particularly
 when compared

with .those from sale crops. 0,n most farms the restricted area of land

available is the most obvious factor limiting total profits and it thus seems

logical to' put part icular emphasis on the development of
 methods whi ch will

increase• profits from the area used for di eep production. 
Generally such

methods_ 411 involve increasing the output of sheep and 
wool per acre since

the scope for *reducing costs. is relatively limited 
especially with all grass

flocks. 
....•

There are two ways o increasing the output per acre. On
e is to raise the

level of output per Enzire and the other isto increase the density of 
stocking.

Table 11 illustrates the importance of both these fac
tors. It also shows the

association, between gross output per acre and profit pe
r acre, both factors

rising together. The wide range in output per acre indicates the 
scope

for development.
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TABLE .11. Flocks Gr2iped Accordin.sti mat ed Gros a Out put per Acre in 1961.

ESZI. ma:tect
Gross- Output
per Acre

JAumber or
Flocks

Average Acreage
per 100 Ewes

'Average Gross
Output per
Ewe

1 Average Profit
per acre

E. s. .
£15 to £20 9 47 8. 8. . 1. 8.
£20 to E25 17 (1) 39 8.18. ' 7. 8.
E25, to £30 13 (1) 37 9.18. 7. 4.
£30 to £35 15 (5 31 10. 4. 9.16.
£35 to £40 8 (2 29 10.33. 14.12.
Over £40 . 7 (3 24 10.15. 12.14.
(£15 to £20 ..
£15 to

Figures in
brackets are

, (£15. 9s. excluding
one flock

E19.19.11d) nos .of creep
grazed flocks

rcording a loss)

INCREASING OUTPUT .PER EWE Primarily this 'involves obtaining a greater
production of lambs from each ewe since wool represents only a minor/part, 12
per cent on average of the total .returns. The production of lambs. per ewe is •
determined by the number of lambs reared and the return per lamb. Of these two
factors the number reared is by far the most important since with...a broad.ly
uniform type of production the range in the average value of lambs is not great.
Table 12 'shows that in 1961, this was between £6.10s, end £7.9s. in nearly two
thirds of. the flocks. There did not appear to be any _connection between .the
returns per lamb .and the numbers reared per 100 ewes.

TABLE.12. Range in Average Values of Lambs .1961

No.of Flocks

£5.3.0s to 1 £6.10s
£6.Ys. £7.9s.

£7.10s to
£8..9s.

Over £8.103

14 I 42 1 1

The results of increased Tani/fib -Icy in 1961 are shown in Table 13, similar
figures for 1960 are given in Table 13 of the interim report. Both tables
indicate that although costs per ewe rose with theinumber of lambs reared, the
increase was far more than offset by the greater returns.

TABLE.17. The Influence of Number of Lambs Reared per 100  Ewes on Profits in 1961

Lambs Reared per
100 Ewes

No.of
Flocks

. _.. _ AverP_Ze
-Cost

Perave
Return

........._
Profit.

E. s. d.• E. s. d. -1 E, s. d.
70.0 to 99.9 3 6.17. 0. 7.13. 0. , 16. O.
100.0 to 124.9 12 7, 2. 0, 9.14. 6, 2.12, 6.
125.0 to 149.9 26 8.14. O. 10.17. 0. 2. 3. 0.

• 150.0 to 174.4 25 9. 4. O. 12.18. O. 3. 14. 0.
175.0 to 199.9 4 9, 2. 6, 13.16, 0. 4.13. 6.
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The. relationship between lambing rates and returns per ewe is (ideal'
enough but the problem is how to achieve the desired high rearing rates
consistently from year to year. Choice of a suitable breed or cross is
important and here the Mashams and Halfbreds score. Management this a big
influence and need for flushing before turning the rams in,for adequate feeding
in later pregnancy and the use where .necessary of suitable vanes and sera to
prevent losses are well known. Even with good manarTement , however, there is
undoubtedly an elern ent of luck. Alt hough a signifi cant corr elat ion was found
between the number of lambs reared per 100 ewes in 1960 and 1961 in an
identical sample of flocks., the degree of correlation was not very high
(r .326 for N = 52). The contrast between the average figures of 133 and
144 in the two years shows the effect of different seasons.

CARRYING MORE ET ES PIR ACRE On average out of 32.9 acres of land required per
100 ewes in 1961, 30.4 acres were grassland and obviously the problem is very
much one of increasing the number of ewes grazed per acre. During the late
1950's, methods involving the creep grazing of lambs, were developed as a
means of attaining a high stocking of ewes and lambs while maintaining
satisfactory growth rates among th:6 lambs. Th se methods aroused much
interest and a special effort was made at the start of this investigation to
include in the survey a number of farms where they were practised. Records
were obtained from 16 such farms for the 1960 season and their/t)sults are
discussed in the interim report.

Lack of rain in the early part of .thE,, summer caused considerable difficulties
in 1960 and on several of the farms the sheep had to be moved off the creep
paddocks relatively early in the season. The results could not therefore be
regarded as typical. Nevertheless very high levels of stocking were
achieved and it seemed probable that those could have been sustained throughout
the summer period in a more normal see,son. The achievement of such levels
would substantially raise gros+utpui, per acre and a figure of £7.12.0d per
acre was tentatively advanced as an indication of the magnitude of the increase.

For the 1961 season information was obtained for 12 of the 16 flocks.
Three of the farmers who had used the technique in 1960 did not do so in
1961 and one had moved to another part of the country. For 9 of the flocks,
1961 was the third year on creep grazing. In every case the Cockle Park
system was used with five or six paddocks rotationally grazed and a forward
creep for the lambs.

Conditions .dUring the summer of 1961 were sati sfactory and there was
generally an ample growth of grass. Except on one farm where the soil was
very light, it proved possible to maintain the flocks on the paddocks right
through from late March or April to the end of July or the beginning of
August. Some of the flocks i'vere geared primarily the the production of store
lambs but in 4 out of the la flocks, three quarters or more of lambs had been
sold fat by the end of September and in3others the proportion exceeded a half.

Some of the 1961 results for creep grazed flocks are given in Table 14.
As this indicates, the flocks *were themselves fairly large and were situated
on la"rge. farms. Only one of the farms is under 300 acres although four
flbcks consisted of fewer than 140 ewes. The average stocking rate of
6.9 ewes per acre of the' creep grazed area, conceals a range of from barely
4 to b:ver 8 ewes per acre. The most common rate was between 6 and 7ewea
which' is more than doubl the figure normally reached with set stocking tuid
more. traditional management'.
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TABLE.14. Data for Flocks Creep Grazed in 1961

Bumper (DI riOCKS
Size of Flock
Size of Farm
Area Used  for Creep Grazing

12
244 ewes
432 acres
25 acres

(including ewes not on creep
grazing)

Ewes per Acre Creep Grazed
il It ftLp,mbs

6.9 .
10.9 Averages for Non Creep Grazed

Flocks
Forage Icres used per 100 , •
Ewe's during year 26, 34.3

E. s. d. E. s. d.
Profit per Ewe 3. 7, 6, 2.15. 0.
Gross hiargin per Eve-.we- 6,9. 3. 6, 9. 3. 
Gross Output per Forage Acre £36 £28
Gross  -Margin per Forage Acre £25,1s. E18.16s.

The overall acreage requirement per 100 ewes for the full year in the creep
grazed fiocks were appreciably below the averages for the other floc14 While
outputs, profits, and gros margins per acre all exceeded these. Profit per
ewe was higher in the creet, grazed flocks although the cross margin per ewe was
exactly the same as the general average. This is largely due to high variable
costs for grazing resulting from the heavy expenditures on fertilisers and ley
establishment referred to below. Two cautionar;\. points need to be made about
these comparisons. Firstly, the apportionment of grassland which obviously
affects the comparison of acreage requirements, has, as stated earlier, t o be
done on a rather arbitrary basis. Secondly the performance of the creepgrazed
flocks was affected by many factors apart from the technique of summer grazing
practised and the differences shown are not, therefore, by any means an
exact measure of thebenefits of creep Erasing.

For assessing the benefits of creep grazing alone, Table 15 coll aring
grazing costs on the creep grazed fields with those on other farms, probably
more useful although here also reservations must be made about the method of
apportionment. This table dhows that although cots on the creep grazed
fields wer more than fifty per cent above average, they were balanced by
the higher utilisation so that the cost per stock unit week on both these
fields and on the oher types of grazing came to the sam_ average figure of
3/8d (a stock unit week is the equivalent of one week's summer grazin by a
1 to 2 year old store beast).

TABLE.15.  Grazing Costs for Creep Grazed and Other Flocks in 1961

Type of Grazing

Creep Grazed Flocks 1
(Creep grazed area only)1

._.
Othe locks

Per cent
1
i

Per cent
Permanent Grass
One Year Leys
Longer Leys

_ _....._

8.2
10.1
81.7
100.0 .

62.5

370:50
100.0

Costs per Lore

I

E. s. d.
4.13. 9.
14. 0.

I 
1.18. 0.
3. 3, 0,

4. 6.

I

E. S. d.
2. 2. 0.
10, 6.
18. 6.

3, 4. 0.
2. 6.

Fertilisers and Manures
Labour & Tractor Work
Establishment of Leys
Rent
Sundry(Spraysjencing etc)
TOTAL 10.13. 3. 6.17. -6--,7--

Stock Unit Weeks perAcre
Cost  per Stock Unit Week

59,.5
j 3/8d

35.7
3/8d .
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. The higher costs on the creep _grazed fields are due to a greater
expenditure on -fertilisers and on the establishment of leys. With one
exception all the fields creep grazed- were leys, but on the other. 'farms nearly
two-thirds of the area cost,ed was in permanent grass and, this difference is
of course reflected in the estiblishrfient charges. Most of the fields used for
creep grating were •three year leys in -their first year or one year clover-rye
grass mixtures. Fertiliser .treatment was generous and costs for this item
are more than ,twice the average-. The typical practice was to apply -3to 4 cwts
of a compound in the .spring and a further 3 to 4 cwts of a nitrogeneous top
dressing duringthe grazing season. Utilisation in terms of stock unit weeks
was 54 per cent greater on the .creep grazed fields than on the other- fields.
A larger increase might perhaps have been anticipated in view Of the heavy
stocking rates quoted earlier- but these rates only applied to part of the
season. Grazing was less. intensive once. the creeps, had been removed.

- What conclusions can be drawn about creup grazing from the ekpericri. Ces of
the farmers , who cc-operated in this survey over the two year- period? There
is nO doubt that in a reasonable season at least, very- high -numbers of ewes can

be carried per acre diring the 'period from April to 41...ugust .when the demands of
the flock are at their peak: These rates have led to a high utilisation of
grass with no increase in the. unit cost . per week of grazing. It is less easy

to .generalise about the progress of the lambs but the fact that in certain

%f.ocks the majority of lambs were sold fat_ during the summer at satisfactory
weights indicates that the system is not incompatible with high r eturns, per

ewe. Gross output. per ewe exceeded £12 in only .8 flocks in 1961 but 3 of

these were creep grazed. .. Most of the farmers who have used creep grazing

are sati stied that it is worthwhi 1 eland intend to c ontinue with it.

• There are however factors to set on the. debit as well as the credit side.

For instance the grazing costs do not take into account the extra costs

involved in erecting and equipping the paddocks, The incidence ' of these

varies with area used but on a 12 acre field they might amount to. £15.14.

annually for depreciation on the extra equipment and £18 for the. labour in

erecting and dismantling the fences., the latter of course being a fixed

.cOst item. Again •although some flocks showed good results, there .is some

evidence that theepro.peress of the lambs can be retarded especially. if .

stocking rates are pushed too. high .(1) It is also true that creep

grazing calls .for a higher standard. of. management and more attention to d etail

than the trad.14ional methods. On some farms particularly those where 'sheep

are thebain gmzing stock, wintering problemaecan arise since the restricted
• •

area us
i.
ed in summer provides insufficient stray during the winter. Some

farmers overcome this. problem by folding the flock on roots but this can add

appreciably to 'expenses as the 'cost per week on tro.o.t.s._i? unlj,ke.ly to be

below 2/- per . ewe, ;The risk of a breakdown in a •dry :season like . that of .

1959. is another factor which needs to be carefully aSbessed where there is

no reserve of grazing:
(1) , •PrOfesbor Cooper. writes " it is generally recognised that

eset Hstocking will 'give the best lamb's if it is properly

VOrked but it puts a lower limit on carrying capacity as

compared with rotational gazing" ,see "Grass Farming"(1961)

13.179.
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Creep grazing should be recognised as a useful technique for enabling sheep

to utilise the high production which is now possible from grassland, This is

however only one aspect of sheep management as is emphasised by the positions

of the creep grazed flocks in Table 11. Low outputs per ewe and high average

requirements for wintering resulted in relatively a low output per acre in some

of the flocks in-spite of the intensive summer grazing.

The gain from increasing the utilisation of grass should nevertheless be very

considerable in most cases. Using the 1961 figures for the whole sample, it can

be shown that the marginal return per stock unit week is as high as llnd as

against the average cost of 3/8d, (1) This is the net additional revenue which

would be obtained by increasing the utilisation of the grasing by one stock unit

week per acre, If the additional grazing was obtained by increasing the grass

area rather than by intensifying,the increase in revenue, if any, would be less

than this since the lost revenue from the displaced crop would have t) be

subtracted. For instance, the use of an extra acre of grass for sheep at the

expense of the area of barley would r educe rather than increase profits on most

farms. Any system such as creep grazing whi di permits a marked increase in the

intensity of s tocking by sheep therefore deserves very seri ous consideration.

Two other methods of reducing the amount of land allocated solelyt) sheep

should be mentioned. These are the use of sheep as scavengers and production

of catch c rops such as mustard and rape. It is obviously a sensible policy

to use the sheep to consume batt tops and other crop residues if these would

otherwise be wasted. On some farms, however, it may be necessary to decide whether

the beet tops can be more profitably used by sheep or by cattle.

Catch crops involve a certain expense although a crop such as mustard grown

after early potatoes or on a stubble will cost little more than the 30/..- or so

needed for the seed. The output, however, is unlikely to be high, the xather

limited evidence from the costed flocks suggests about 35 - 50 sheep weeks per

acre. The cost per week may, therefore, be rather higher than that of grazing

but this can be outweighted by the value of having extra keep in the autumn e
specially

when it is desired to flush the ewes for tupping.

Finally, in this section on increasing the inten2ity of sheep production,

specific reference may be made to the four non creep grazed flocks which return
ed

a gross output in excess of £40 per acre. Various factors contributed -to high

outputs obtained with these flocks. They were all used primarily for summer fat

lamb production and little grazing was therefore needed for iiveaned lambs.

Returns per lamb and gross output per ewe were above average. Use was mad oth

of beet tops and other crop residues and of mustard for autumn grazing. Gras
s

utilisation per acre was high and in two of the flocks the levels in fact

approached those attained with creep grazing. In one flock agi sting some of the

ewes reduced acreage requirements in winter.

(1) The average stock unit weeks required per we were 11,92.

Gross margin per ewe was £6.9.10d and the cost of grazing £1,1,9d.

The marginal return per stock unit week was therefore

£6.9.10d £1.1.9d 12/9d. However if more ewes are carried,

11.92
some additional land will be needed for the extra roots. The

average requirement was .C25 acres per ewe and if these roots

displaced a cash c rop with a gross margin of £28 per acre the net

loss per ewe would be £28.x .025 or £28 x .025 = 1/2d
11.92

per stock unit week. The corrected marginal return per stock un
it

week in this case is therefore 12/9d less 1/2d F.
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PR ODUCTI ON PROSPECTS

With more and more ewes being kept on the f arms of this
 country, the oUtput

of mutton and lamb has risen markedly in recent year
s (see Tables 15 and 17).

TABLE,16. Supplies of Mutton  and Lamb in the United Kingdom 

Year Home Production

Thousand Tons

1956 194
1957 199
1958 190
1959 247
1960 224
1961 264

•••••••• •••••

Imports Total 

346
335
340
364
375
34

540

530
611
599
609

Sources Commonwealth Economic Cotntnittec. publi ca
t i ons

TABLE.17. Numbers of Ewes on United Kingdom Farms at Ju
ne 4th

Year

1950
1957
1958
1959

• 1960
 1961 

Number of Ewes
Millions
8.1
9,8
10,3
10.7
11.2
11.5 

Sources Agricultural Statistics

Imports have been maintained at a high lev
el and it was inevitable that

difficulties would arise sooner or lat in disposing of the increased quantities

of sheep meat . A foretaste of the se was encountered in the
 al t umn of 1959

when the prolonged drought led to heavy 
on-lketings of fat lambs and prices were

little more than half those of the previo
us yar. The 1960 lamb crop was sold

without undue trouble but the position 
again became acute in 1961 when-with ver

y

large numbers of fat sheep being sad du
ring the late summer and autunin„ pric es

again fell to low levels and in some we
eks the guarantee payments were exceed

ing

the returns from the market. Table 18 shows the extent of the increase -b
et w‘een

1960 and 1961, in the number of lambs 
marketed during this period. From ./.U.g

ust

onwards the increases were very large 
both relatively and absolutely and woul

d

have severely strained any form of mar
keting origanisation, The ektent to w

hich

a Meat Board could havelaintained prices is 
open ,to debate, but it is to the

credit of existing marketing instituti
ons that they were able to handle an

d di_ spose

of the large number of lambs then flo
oding on to the market.
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TABLE.18, Numbers of Lambs Graded  in the Summer and Autumn of  1960  1961
Fat st ock Guarantee Scheme) U.K.

Period

4 Weeks ending 21/22 May
18/19 June
16/17 July
13/14 Aug.
10/11 Sept.
8/9 Oct.
5/6 Nov.

3/4 Dec,
•••••••••

Number of Lambs Graded
1960 1961

Thousands
168.3 210.9
327.7 365.0
498.7 510.4
587.1 644.0
634.6 856.8
675.3 1064.0
656Q3 962.3
573.1 7 5-

Thousands

Percmtage Increase'l
1961 over 196 0 

29
11
2
10

35
57
47
32

The position in 1961 was in part a reflection of the good lamb crops ti
importance of that has already been shown for the costed flocks, and it was
aggravated by a simultaneous rise in the sales of fat cattle. Nevertheless we
numbers are still increasing and the low prices must undoubtedly be taken as a
warning that there is a limit to number of fat lambs whichoan be disposed of in
t-he home Trarket, at lcast in the short run. The Government has enDhasised this
in reducing the price of fat lambs by 1c1, per pound in this year's Price Review.
It is true, of course, that even in 1961i total home r7:cduction was less than the
amount of mutton and lamb imported (see Table 16), More home production could
be absorbed if imports were reduced. This however means entering into direct
competition with the low cost New Zealand producers at prices which are not likely
to be very accept able to the home producer.It is si gnif leant that the average
wholesale prices of English lamb at Smithfield were below those of New Zealand
lamb at Smithfield in September, October and November 1961. (1) For the future

much of course depends on whether or not Rdtain, joins the Common Market and on what
if any, special arrangements are made regiarding New Zealand lamb supplies.

The production of mutton and lamb off Britishfarms is highly seasonal. The

diagram below shows for instance that in recent/years the average weekly production

in March and April has been less than half that during September and October. It

would seem logical that any further increases in pro,' uction should be concentrated

into the period when home produced supplies are relatively low, roughly from

January t o June. Two questions however need to be asked. Firstly, what effect

would increased supplies have on the prices ruling in these periods of relative

scarcity and secondly what are the costs of producing fat sheep then?

(1) See Commonwealth Eco.nomia Committee "Intelligence Bulletin
XIV, No.9. Felruary 1962...
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Seasonal Distribution of U.K. Mutton & Lamb Production
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(Note: The two sets of figures are not exactly comparable as those for production are
based on 4 or 5 week periods while those for imports refer to calendar months)

Source: Commonwealth Economic Committee, Intelligence Bulletin.

HOGG PRODUCTION

During the early months of the year supplies of fat sheep consist almost entirely
of hoggs carried over from the previous season. The number of lambs sold is extremely
small, fewer than 500 a 'week being graded throughout the country until about the middle
of March when supplies start to increase. Many of the hoggs coming on to the market in
the early months of the year are sold at relatively heavy weights. This is almost
inevitable in view of their age, especially if they have been bred on lowland farms but
it must mean that they meet a fairly narrow market particularly as imported supplies
consisting mainly of liejatweight lambs reach their peak in March and April (see diagram).
Any substantial increase in the numbers of this t ype of sheep would probably lead to
much lower prices.
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The costs costs for the winter fatt En j_ng of hoggs quoted earlier do, of course,
present the practice .in a -Very unfavourable light, The'pbor results are partly

due to the unfavourable relationship between the prices ,of stores and of fat
sheep. This is not immutable. A downward adjustment of the standard pr4.ce
in the autumn to correspond more closely with the low market prices which can

be expected then, could result in cheaper stores and better returns from wintei-

fattening. Even so the costs of such fattening are fairly high particularly

where root folding is practised and with what is probably limited market, it is

difficult to foresee a big increase in the production of fat hoggs.

EARLY FAT LAMBS

As stated earlier fat lamb supplies are very low in the first three months

of the year but from P.pril they constitute. a rapidly increasing proportion of

total supplies. Table 19 shows how the number graded builds up from the end

of March onwards. /1though the totals have varied the actual pattern of the

increase has been remarkably constant in recent years. Prices, of course, are

very high at the start of the season but fall as more lambs ame on to the market.

The fact that so few fat lambs. are marketed in the early months indicates that

out of season lamb production such as is obtained for Dorset Horns, has not

a wide appeal. Later sales come from flocks run, on more normal lines lambing at

the end of December or in'January. The owners of these flocks benefit by

obtaining a relatively high price for their lambs but it is r elevant to qu'ery .the

extent to which such prices are offset by higher costs,

TABLE.19. Marketings of Fat Lambs in Early Summer 
Average of 4 years 195 8 to 1961

Number of Lambs  IVIedium Lambs (33 to 48 lbs d.w) 

Graded in U.K.

Week 52.Ending. 26th , 30th Mch.
1 2,-6 April •
2 9..-.13 April

3 l.6.20 April
23-.27 April

.5 30 Apra to 4 may
q;:n. May

14.48 May
0 21-26 May

9 28. May - 1 June
10
11 

4;--8 June
11;45 June

12 1822 June
2 J

Thousands
4.1
8.5
6.9
17.0
19.6
29.3
38.9

49.9
61.2
65.3
66.8
86.2
90.3

Average Price
per lb 

Pence

47
46
40:
43*
42
4_4

39t

37-4-

.33
33-0

Total Return. per lb.

d,w, 
Pence

55
551
54.
53

48
461.
45t
43!
413- •
39-o
393-

100. 
39.47

A limited amount of information on this point comes from the results of a few of

the costed flocks where there was a certain degree of specialisation .on early lambs

The number of such flocks was small, only 6 in 1960 and 5 in 1961 had more than half

the lambs sold by t he end of June. Data for these is given in Table 20. Costs per

ewe as would be expected were above average in the early lamb flocks but in 1981 ......

_particularly the differences were relatively slight. Higher food costs were offset



by lower costs on grazing. The early sold lambs made better pric es than the
others and in -1960 this 'resulted in both higher returns 'arid litofits per -ewe.
In 1961; hO'vv6i6i.; . the advantage of a better retuiin. per lamb was offset by a lower
number • of lambs reared and returns arri pro fits were below average. These results
are :rather inconclusive but they do suggest that the extra cost incurred in getting
half or more of the .lambs fit enough for the high price markets in early summer
is not likely to be very great. Future price differentials should be sufficient
to offset these costs provided that the number of lambs reared per ewe is not
affected by the emphasis on early production.

TABLE.20. Results for Flocks Producing Early Fat Lambs

1 Flocks with Half or More
of Lambs Sold Fat by

June 30th

No.of Flocks 1960
1961

Per DT e
Cost of Concentrates1960

1961
Total Cost of Foods 1960

1961
Cost of Grazing and 1960

Agistment 1961
Total Cost 1960

1961
Returns 1960

1961
Profit 1960

1961

6

5

E. s. d.
1.17. 3.
1. 4. 6.

3. 4. O.

2. 5. 4.
1.15. 0.
1.13. 0.
9.11. 6.
8.15. 6.
12. 4. 0.
11. 8. 6.
2.12, 6.
2.13. 0.

All Flocks

71-
70

E. s• d..
1.10. 0.
1. 1. 0.
2. 6. 6.
2. 1. 6.
2. 5. O.
2. 3. 6.
8.10. 0,
8.11. 0.
10.11. 6.
11. 8. 6.
2. 1. 6.

'2.17. 6.

7. 0. O.

7, 0. 6.
Average Value of 1960

1961All Lambs

Lambs Reared per
100 Ewes

1960
1961

7.12. 0,
7.15. 6.

1/M, 

124

133

144 •

SELLING WEIGHTS FM. FAT IAMBS

When a market is over rather than under supplied, the quality- of -an produrt

sold is of obvious importance. •, Yfith fat lambs ,quality is determined .in past by

the weight • at slaughter. In recent .years there has been considerable emphasis

on the production of lambs of lighter weights and the very light New Zealand

carcasses are somctimes held up as ane xample to British producers.

The average slaughter weight of lambs f rom the costed flocks was however

between 45 and 46 lbs deadweight. The distributions for the individual flocks

in the two years are given in Table 21. The most common range was from 40 to

45 lbs but in 1961 at least, the weight at slaughter was over 50 lbs in one-

sixth of the flocks. ,
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• TABLE.21.  Distribution of I1.2 .2E.E.B.2.L.22inglits of Fat Lambs in
Individual Flocks

Range in Weight 35.0 to 40.0 to 45.0 to ()var. No.lambs
( est . dress ed 39.9 lbs 44.9 lbs 49.9 lbs 50 lb sold Fat
carcas- w- .!. ,...

No. of Flocks
in 1960

 in 1961
11

4 
30
  .1.

18
19

4
li

8 ,
5

It is difficult to show the effect of selling at various weights on the
returns par lb as prices vary through the s eason and the numbers of lambs sold
out of the costed flocks in any one week was quite small. However, a careful
examination week by week, of the prices received for lambs of different weights
fails to indicate any marked differences in the prices received per po-.7ncl.
Undoubtedly the dethand for the rather heavier lambs at the markets used by the
farmers in the survey, is rather beSrber than that in many parts of the country.
For instance, returns from Ripon and York markets in 1960 and 1961 as quoted in
the Farmer and Stockbreeder, for the period June to September show an average
margin of id to -2,37d per pound between light and heavy lambs as compared with
1-id to lid nationally. The division between light and heavy lambs is made at
45 lbs and as many of the lambs sold at Ripon and York would be within a pound
or two of this figure either way, the comparison of prices may be rather blurred.

From next July, no guarantee payments will be made for weights in excess of
50 lbs deadweight per lamb and, this is likely to put a top limit on the weights
# which it is profitable to sell fat lambs. With very limited price
differentials, the greatest, returns per lamb are likely to be obtained by selling
as close to this limit as possible providing that prices are not falling
sufficiently fast to offset' any weight gains. In the early part of the
season, it may well p ay to -sell rather than go for heavy weights but later
the advantage would seem to be in holding lambs until they are close to the
maximum weight. The standard price now remains unchanged from the
beginning of July until the second week of November and for much of this period,
the fluctuations in the total returns including guarantees are not likely to
be great even with the wider stabilising band now operative. The costs of
obtaining extra weight off grass are not great and there is mucht o be said for

spreading ewe costs which must be borne in any case over a bigger weight of lamb.
Against this however, it may be necessary to consider whether there are other
more profitable uses for the available grazing. By midsummer grass is in
less ainple supply and it may be d esirable to reduce sheep numbers in order to

provide extra grazing for the cattle. Higher returns from keeping on the

lambs could be more than offset by. the cost of extra cake for the dairy cows.
A s so often the case, this is one of the management decisions which can only

be answered in the light of prevailing circumstances on the particular farm.
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SUMMARY

1) Results are given for a two year survey of sheep production on some 70
Yorkshire farms, covering the 1960 and 1961 lamb crops and the winter fattening
of hoggs on a proportion of the farms during the 1959/60 and 1960/61 winters.
Profits per ewe rose from £2.1.6. in 1960 to £2.17.6. in 1961, almost entirely
because of the better lambing results in the latter year, costs per ewe being
about £8.10s in both years. GrossImargins per forage acre were £15.18s and
£19.15s respectively.

Results from winter fattening were poor and losses averaged over El per
sheep in both winters. In 1960/61 the margin. from sheep fattened on roots
was insufficient to cover even variable costs.

2) A comparison of ewe flocks according to the degree of emphasis on fat or store
lamb production revealed few dfferences in basic cost structure and no clear
advantage between one system and another.

3) Food and grazing reauirements per ewe were appreciEb ly lower in 1961 than in

1960 owing to the more favourable weather. In 1961 theewes used on average

.30 acres of grass, .02 acres of roots and .85 cwts of concentrates per head.B
Labour requirements per ewe averaged between 5-2-t and 92- hours annually, the
amount falling with increased flock size but also being affected by many other
factors. (3-1, The figure of .78 cwts concentrates per ewe in Table 6 is incorrect).

Typical flock d epreciation costs were calculated for flocks maintained by
shearlings and three crop ewes. The respective figures were £1.12.0d and
£2.1.3d per ewe respectively but much d epends on the prices and w ast age
rates adopted. A budget comparing the output from ewe lambs and from older

ewes suggests that breeding from the former is not necessarily a n a dvantage .

5) The need for increasing the intensit, of sheep froduction so as to raise output

and profits per acre is stressed and two approaches are discussed - raising

output per ewe and keeping more ewes per acre. The first is largely related -

to the ewe's prolificacy. With regard to the second, the introduction of

creep grazing has provided opportunities for utilising the large outputs now

obtainable from grass.

4)

6) Droa ght conditions in 1960 'ilandicapped creep grazing, but the results for 12

flocks managed on the system in 1961 were satisfactory. Gross output per acre in

these flocks averaged £8, an gross margins per acre £6.5s more than in the

other flocks on more traditional systems, although grazing methods are but one

aspect of flock management. The high potential gain obtainable from

increasing grass utilisation is illustrated by the results of the survey.

The use of catch crops and of beet tops and other residues is briefly discussed,

7. The high level of sheep production now reached in this country nises difficul t
problems of disposal especially in late summer and autumn. It would seem

logical that any further increases should occur when supplies are relatively

low during the pc,,riod from January to June. Whether this is feasible or not

however depends on the r elationship between prices and production costs.
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0) Two ways of filling the gap are examined - the production of hoggs and of
early fat lambs. There is unlikely to be much scope for producing more
hoggs but limited information from the survey suggests that relatively early
lambs can be produced at little extra expense.

9) The majority of lambs from the costed flocks were so ld .at comparatively
heavyweights and the average was between 45 and 46 lb s deadweight With
the prevailing demand in local markets it is probably the correct policy
in most cases to keep a t least mid and late season lambs on until the are
close to the 50 lb limit for guarantee payments.



APPENTIX,A. Notes on Costing Methods

a..Home Groun -2oods These have, with the exception of some of the folded roots,-
b-6-67 -Jhrgedhdard rates equivalent to the average production coats on
farms of a similar type. These standard rates are given below. It should be
noted that these do not include- any allowance for the share of general farm
expenses,, Whic7a is Shown as a separate item charged directly against the sheep?

Oats and barley
Bean
-.Jay
Silage
Ma:igolds •led out

19 11

ti It

OriUUeS

Tur nips
S7..:1027

beet tops

folded

per cwt
s. th

17. 3.
303 0.

5. 9.
1.10.
f2 0.
2. 5.
2,
2. 2.
1. 9.

per acre 
.29-10. 0.

ti9 to £25
£21 to £27.15s.

per sheep per week
1/TU

b) Lnhca:a dreOtL1 in connection with th e sheep was charged at 4/9d per
hour for adulo men while that used for E,Prass and crop production was charged at
Atid pc:! hon?

F,-.17 and Land Rovers
r 7: 

Tractors were charged at 4./6d per hour
with Cars and Land flavors at 6d per mile.

Jcss on grassland have been allocated to grazing and other .user
the of Ltoc.k tni weeks. The number of such weeks obtained off an area

of grass ,: -_,,lculated by multiplying the number of stock firstly by the weeks_
they spent on .:hc, gras;-, and -ten by the appropriate conversion factor. The
stock Wit weeks atrihuted to any hay or silage obtained were then added to

this figu_re,, finally a deduction was made for any supplementary feeding to the

stock. whilst thç were on grass, the deduction being based on the estimated
pounds of starch equivalent fed, divided by 50. The convcrsionr ates used for
different classes of s -';ock are given belowg-

Dairy cows. in. milk 1.4 to 1.7
Beef cows with calves 1.8
Other cattle pver 2 yrs 1 . 2

I to 2 yrs 1 . 0
6 mths to 1 yr .8

Ewes with lambs to .45

Da.'y ewes and weaned lambs .2
Horses 1.5

3.5 stock unit iic;-:ks were added per ton of hay and 4-1 per ',ion of silage.

- - .



e) General Farm Ex  enses The allowance for this item was calculated as
10 per cent of all other costs excluding those for flock depreciation a lid for
store sheep.

f)  Averages Unweiphted -averages have been used throughout.

APPENDIX.B. Distributions of Costs, Returns eic Margins  per Ewe 1961.

a) Costs

1

I

E4-1 E5-
E5 Le6.._ ..........•

E6-1
E7 1..............._....

zri-
E8

E8-
E9

E9-
El0

E10- t
Ell

Ell-
El2

Over
El2

I No.of Flocks1..... 2 !  2 9 15 16
_________.........

11 9 4 2

b) Returns
EED-I (- &8- t:,9- ElUL ELL- E12- £13- i E14-
E7 E8 I E9 E10 Ell El2 E13 El4 1E15

No.of Flocks 2 I 1 1 3 9 16 12 ' 12 9 i 6 

) Margins

Loss Profit
E0- El- E2-1 E3- E4- E5- I Over
El E2 

1I,
E3 E4 E5 E6 I E6

g
No.of Flocks 4 i 7 1 8 1 18 I 15 11 3 4

APPENDIX .C. Standard Tables

The tables below are included for comparison with similar tables issued
by other agricultural economics centres.

1) Breeding Flocks
The figures are based on records from 70 flocks averaging 129 awes per

flock. They refer to the year commencing 1st October 1960.

Opening Valuation: Ewes
Rams

Purchases
Total Stock Input (A)

j3aaes: Breeding Stock 10. 0. •
Lambs 6.15. 4.
wool 1. 5.10.

/Closing Valuation ° Ewes 5.19.11.
Rams 5, 8.
Lambs 3. 7, 3.

Total Stock Output (B)

Per Erie
S d.

7.17. 2.
9. 5.

  2.11.

s. d•

8. 9. 6.
•••••••••••••••... ••••••••••••••••

••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••.r.•••••••••••••.••.".•,sr•••••r.'••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.• '

18. 4. 0. -

IGross &ilia ( B-A ) 9.14. 6.



Other Inputs
Labour
Tractor
Feed: Purchased Concentrates

Other Purchased
Home Grown Concentrates
Roots
Silage
Hay
Other
Grazing

Total Feed
Sundry Direct Costs (including Vet)
Depreciation on Specialised Equipment
Transport and Marketing

Total Direct Costs
Share of General Farm Expenses

Total Other Inputs
Net Margin (Gross (Vkr4r - Other Inputs)

2) Winter Fattening
The figures are based on 25 flocks with an average of 132 sheep

fattened- They refer to the winter fattening period commencing 1st Oct, 1961.

.38 cvits 13.0.
neg.

.47 cwt s 8.0.

.024 acres 14.6.

.25 cwts .6.

.34 cuts 2.0.
3.6.

2. 3.0.

z••••

4. 4. 6.
5. 0,
4. 6.
2. 

6. 4. 6.
  12. 6.
6.17. 0. 
2.17.6.

Opening Valuation: Lambs
Purchases

Total Stock Input (A)

Sales Fat Hoggs
Wool

Closing Valuation: Hoggs
Total Stock aitput (B)

Gross . Chtput ( B-A

£.s .d.
5.2.6.

_ 1.8.0.

too up

•••••••

6.10. 6.

Other Inputs
Labour
Tractor
Feed: Purchased Concentrates

Home Grown Concentrates
Roots
Hay
Other
Grazing

Total Feed
Sundry Direct Costs (including Vet)
Depreciation on Specialised Equipment
Transport and Marketing

Total Direct Costs
Share of General Farm Expenses

Total Other Inputs

Net Margin (Gross Caput - Other Inputs)

.36 cwt

.33 cwt

.047 acres
1.46 cwt

9.3.
5.7.

18,2.
2.8,
3.6.
3.10.

. 3. 0.
4.

2. 8.
2.10. 




